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Abstract

Ž .The accuracy of electromagnetic-inductive EM sea-ice thickness measurements performed from a moving icebreaker is
evaluated. Ice thickness distributions and ridge statistics are derived. In the Bellingshausen Sea the ice was moderately
deformed with mean and modal ice thicknesses of 1.3 and 0.9 m, respectively. In contrast, the heavily deformed ice in the
Amundsen Sea had mean thicknesses between 2.3 and 3.1 m, with modes between 1.6 and 2.7 m. By means of the measured
apparent electrical conductivity on ice of known thickness, the conductivity of the perennial summer ice was found to be
significant and could not be neglected in the calibration of EM measurements. The high conductivity is mainly due to the
widespread occurrence of seawater-filled gaps close to the ice surface. The system, consisting of commercially available
instruments, yielded reliable mean thickness estimates. This is shown by comparison with drill-hole measurements and
visual observations. However, the thickness profiles appear highly low-pass filtered compared to their surface height profile
determined with a laser altimeter. Thus the system possesses a limited lateral resolution such that the thickness of single
pressure ridges cannot be resolved. This is only in part attributed to the trade-off between increasing instrument height and
decreasing lateral resolution of EM measurements. The low resolution is mainly due to the particular EM instrument, as its
sensitivity is highly reduced if used far above the water surface, and it has a comparatively long time constant of 1 s.
Additionally, the water-filled gap in the ice generally reduces the sensitivity of the measured apparent conductivity to ice
thickness changes. q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V.
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1. Introduction

Ž .Electromagnetic-inductive EM sounding has in-
creasingly been employed during recent years to
determine sea-ice thickness, in addition to the use of

Žsubmarine sonar and drilling surveys e.g. Wadhams,

) Ž .E-mail: chaas@awi-bremerhaven.de; fax: q49 471 4831-
149.

.1994; and others, see below . The method has been
and is currently used in scientific sea-ice investiga-
tions, engineering tasks and for validating remote
sensing data. With ground-based measurements, an
EM instrument is placed directly onto the ice surface
ŽKovacs and Morey, 1991; Haas et al., 1997; A.P.

.Worby, unpubl. data . In airborne surveys, the instru-
ment is operated either when suspended below a

Žhelicopter Kovacs et al., 1987; Kovacs and Holla-
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day, 1990; Liu and Becker, 1990; Prinsenberg and
.Holladay, 1993 or when mounted in a fixed-wing

Ž .airplane Multala et al., 1995 . Typically, the EM
instruments are flown at heights of 20 to 30 m above
the ice surface.

EM measurements utilize the large contrast in
electrical conductivity between sea ice and seawater.
The former is well known to range between 0 and 30

ŽmSrm in the Arctic Morey et al., 1984; Kovacs and
.Morey, 1988; Haas et al., 1997 , the latter varies

Žfrom 2300 to 2900 mSrm e.g. Coachman and
.Aagaard, 1974 . Consequently the conductivity of

the sea ice is negligible in comparison to the seawa-
ter conductivity. Therefore, a quasi-static low-
frequency EM field generated by the transmitter coil
of an EM instrument will induce eddy currents mainly
in the seawater below the ice. This, in turn, will
result in a secondary field which is sensed by a
receiver coil. The secondary-to-primary field ratio
can be expressed in terms of an apparent conductiv-
ity s , a measure of the integrated electrical conduc-a

tivity of the halfspace underneath the instrument. If
ice and water conductivities are considered to be
constant, s is only dependent on the instrumentsa

height above the sea surface, which is identical with
the sea-ice underside. Ice thickness can then be
calculated if the height of the instrument above the

Ž .ice surface is known e.g. Kovacs et al., 1987 . With
airborne systems, the latter is determined by means
of a laser altimeter which simultaneously profiles the
range to the ice surface.

Over deformed ice, in particular pressure ridges,
the accuracy of electromagnetically derived ice
thickness can be very poor if results are compared
with drill-hole determined values on a point-to-point
basis. While mean values for full ridge cross-profiles
agree reasonably well, maximum keel depths are

Žgenerally underestimated Kovacs and Holladay,
.1990; Haas et al., 1997 . This is mainly due to the

extended area over which eddy currents are induced
Ž .in the water below the instrument the ‘footprint’ .

Ž .Kovacs et al. 1995 estimate the footprint size for
different coil configurations to range between 1.3
and 3.8 times the instrument height above the water
surface. Consequently, the lateral resolution of EM
measurements decreases with increasing instrument
height, which is a major problem in airborne sur-
veys.

Regarding the vertical resolution, another problem
arises with airborne systems due to the negative-ex-
ponential relationship between s and the height ha

Žabove the water surface see below and Figs. 6 and
.8 . This implies that the gradient ds rdh decreasesa

with increasing instrument height. Thus, to resolve
s changes due to varying ice thicknesses at greatera

instrument heights, the use of sophisticated instru-
ments with a high sensitivity to changes in s isa

required.
In this paper, the potential of continuous measure-

ments from an icebreaker with a low-cost, commer-
cially available EM instrument is investigated. The
same instrument is frequently used for point mea-
surements of ice thickness, when it is placed directly
on the ice surface. Here, the device was suspended
below the bow crane of the German research vessel
Polarstern, close to the water surface and used in
combination with a laser altimeter. In principle, the
close proximity to the ice provides good lateral and
vertical resolution. In addition, the ice-breaking ves-
sel allowed for good progress along extended pro-
files. Thus, this kind of measurements may provide a
valuable link between ground-based and airborne
surveys.

While the paper is mainly aimed to describe and
evaluate the properties of the system, we also display
the derived thickness distributions. Further, results
from accompanying ground-based EM and drill-hole
measurements as well as from ice core analyses are
presented. These were carried out to calibrate and
validate the ship-based EM results. In turn, from the
ground-based EM data ice properties are derived.

The measurements were performed as part of a
geophysical expedition to the Bellingshausen and
Amundsen Seas, Antarctica, during February 1994
Ž .Fig. 1 . This region has a perennial sea-ice cover
where only few ice thickness measurements have

Žbeen performed so far Jeffries et al., 1994; Worby et
.al., 1996 . Thus, we present the first extensive thick-

ness data set for the perennial ice of this region. This
is discussed in Appendix A.

1.1. Definition of some important sea-ice parameters

As EM measurements cannot distinguish between
snow and ice, here ice thickness z always means thei

total ice plus snow thickness, and snow and ice
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ŽFig. 1. Map of the expedition region in the Bellingshausen and Amundsen Seas showing the locations of the four thickness profiles 044,
. Ž .049, 054, 055 measured from the ship thick lines . The heavy dots indicate locations of drill-hole measurements either along a short profile

Ž Ž . .on a single floe or at stops during a helicopter flight to several floes marked with H ; see text . For each location, mean ice thickness and
its standard deviation is given in m.

surface are used synonymously. Apart from z andi

snow thickness, freeboard and draft are important
variables to characterise the surface and bottom pro-
files of ice floes. Freeboard is the height of the floe
surface above the water level, and draft is the depth

Ž .of the ice underside below that datum Fig. 2 . Of
particular interest are the draft and freeboard of
pressure ridges as they contain much of the total ice
volume and are a serious obstacle for shipping.

Pressure ridges are formed by ice deformation in
converging ice fields. The top and bottom parts of a
pressure ridge are called ridge sail and keel, respec-

Ž .tively Fig. 2 . However, it should be noted here that
ice deformation will not always results in the forma-
tion of a real pressure ridge, as would be defined,

Že.g. by a Rayleigh criterium e.g. Wadhams and
.Davy, 1986 . Instead, due to rafting deformed ice

can also be composed of accumulations of ice blocks

Fig. 2. Scaled sketch showing the system configuration of the ship-based measurements at the bow of RV Polarstern profiling an ice floe
with a pressure ridge. Definitions of freeboard and draft are also given.
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underneath a virtually intact ice floe such that it
lacks a clearly identifiable ridge sail. This has fre-

Ž .quently been observed by Worby et al. 1996 , Haas
Ž . Ž .et al. 1996 and Jeffries et al. 1997 , particularly in

the Bellingshausen and Amundsen Seas.

2. Measurements and methods

Visual observations of general ice conditions were
performed hourly to two-hourly from the bridge of
RV Polarstern and are reported by Haas and Viehoff
Ž .1994 . The sea-ice programme consisted of thick-
ness and ice core drilling as well as ground- and

Ž .ship-based EM measurements Haas et al., 1996 .
The latter were performed along four profiles with a

Žtotal length of 235 km profiles 044, 049, 054 and
.055 in Fig. 1 . Profile numbers correspond to the

Julian Days of the surveys.
All EM measurements were carried out with a

Geonics EM31, which was also used by Kovacs and
Ž . Ž .Morey 1991 and Haas et al. 1997 . This is a

portable, small-offset loop–loop steady-state induc-
tion device which is commercially available and
frequently used to solve shallow engineering geo-
physical problems. The spacing between the coplanar
transmitter and receiver antenna coils is 3.66 m, and
the operating frequency is 9.8 kHz. The instrument
can be operated with either vertically or horizontally
aligned coils, corresponding to the horizontal or

Ž .vertical magnetic dipole HDM or VDM mode,
respectively. The subsurface apparent conductivity sa

is directly indicated in mSrm. A time constant of 1 s
is specified by the manufacturer, which can strongly
limit measurements with a moving instrument.

2.1. Ground-based measurements

Nine 20 to 100 m long thickness profiles with
hole spacings of 4 m were drilled on virtually level
sections of single floes. In addition, during six heli-
copter flights, five to ten different floes in a wider
area around the ship were visited and a single thick-
ness was measured in a drill hole at a representative
spot on each floe. This provided a better overview of
the regional thickness variability. At 80 of these
drill-hole locations s was determined with the EMa

instrument positioned directly on the ice or snow

Žsurface and operated in HMD mode cf. Kovacs and
.Morey, 1991; Haas et al., 1997 . With these mea-

surements, the validity of the s rz calibration estab-a i

lished for Arctic sea ice was verified.
To calculate the electrical conductivity of the ice,

temperature and salinity were measured on 30 ice
Žcores from 15 floes Morey et al., 1984; Haas et al.,

.1997 . In most cases, these floes were the same ones
where thickness profiles were also drilled.

2.2. Ship-based measurements

Fig. 3 gives a definition of the parameters mea-
sured from the ship as described below. The ship-
based EM measurements were performed in the VMD
mode to achieve a better depth penetration and thus a
higher resolution of thicker ice than would be possi-

Ž .ble in HMD mode Kovacs et al., 1995 . After
calibration, the EM instrument yields the system

Ž .distance to the water surface d Fig. 3 . TheEM

vertical height of the instrument above the ice sur-
face d was determined with a downward lookingLaser

Žlaser distance meter. The laser was a PS100E IBEO,
.Hamburg , operating at a wavelength of 905 nm and

a nominal accuracy of "0.03 m. It has a ray diver-
gence of 0.248, resulting in a footprint diameter of a
few cm, depending on instrument height. Apart from
d , the laser yields received signal return ampli-Laser

tude in relative units, which can be used to distin-
guish between ice and water.

The EM instrument was fixed in a wooden frame
to enable suspension below the bow crane and for

Fig. 3. Sketch showing the calculation of ice thickness z fromi

EM and laser-determined distances d and d .EM Laser
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mechanical protection. A heated box with the laser
Ž .was also mounted on the frame Fig. 2 . The total

weight of the EMrlaser system was about 50 kg.
The system was suspended by means of the crane’s
hook with the axis between the coils being perpen-
dicular to the ship’s axis. The system height above
the water surface was approximately 4 m. At this
height, the shortest distance to the bow was 8 m, and
the distance to the intersection of bow and water

Ž .surface 15 m Fig. 2 . To avoid swaying in the
steaming direction, the system was also fixed with
two slightly tightened ropes to each side of the bow.
This also effectively reduced oscillations normal to
the steaming direction to 1–2 m even if the ship
moved heavily when breaking thick ice.

Data acquisition was achieved with a personal
computer equipped with the laser control board and a
12-bit ArD converter for the EM31 apparent con-
ductivity analog output. To achieve a satisfactory
resolution, the EM signal had to be preamplified 25
times. Data were sampled with frequencies of 20 or
50 Hz depending on ship speed. With speeds be-
tween 2 and 4 mrs this resulted in point spacings
from 0.08 to 0.1 m. Accurate navigational data were
read from the ship’s information system.

A calibration measurement was performed to
check the influence of the ship and other electrically
conducting objects. For this, the EMrlaser system
was elevated above and lowered down to the water
surface with the bow crane when the ship was
stationary in open water and no ice was underneath
the instruments. In this case, d and d areEM Laser

equal. Therefore, the relationship between s anda

d could be measured and compared with theoreti-EM

cal curves.

2.3. EM modelling

To explain the measured relation between s anda

z gathered from the ground-based soundings and toi

obtain a s -to-d transformation for the bow mea-a EM

surements, one-dimensional forward modelling of
the EM response to a layered subsurface representing
the ice and the water underneath was performed. Full
solution formulas as given, e.g. by Ward and

Ž . ŽHohmann 1988 and a digital filter method Ander-
.son, 1979 were used.

2.4. Analysis of ship-based data

The main aim of this paper is to evaluate the
potential of the EMrlaser system as is expressed by
the accuracy and the lateral resolution of ice thick-
nesses. While the former can only be validated by
comparison with drill-hole data, the latter is analysed
by several means. Frequency analysis of the EM and
laser data are performed to obtain their frequency
content as a measure of their potential for resolving
rapid spatial thickness variations, for example at
pressure ridges or floe edges. Therefore, calculations
of power spectral densities

1
2< <PSD f s G fŽ . Ž .2N

Ž .with G f being the Fourier transform of the mea-
Ž . Ž . Ž .sured time series y t , e.g. y t sz t , consistingi

of N samples, and of normalized autocorrelation
functions

N1
ACF t s y t yyŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý iNy1 is1

= 2y t qt yy rsŽ .Ž .i

2 Ž .with s being the variance of y t have been per-
formed. The PSD gives the power of a signal at a
certain frequency f. Similarly, the rapidity of the
tail-off of the ACF is a measure of the variability

Ž .contained in the data e.g. Rothrock, 1986 . The
slower it tails off, the smoother and less variable is
the considered time series. The correlation length or

Ž . Ž .the lag t for which ACF t s1re ACF 0 is con-
sidered a typical length scale in the data. Measure-
ments at points with a spacing of more than the
correlation length are considered to be statistically
independent. If the high-resolution laser data are
believed to contain the full surface roughness infor-
mation, in particular the high-amplitude variations
like pressure ridges and floe edges, then comparison
of these data with the EM data reveals the degree of
smoothing and loss of lateral resolution.

Finally, we look at probability density functions

PDF z sProb z-z x -zqd z rd zŽ . Ž .Ž .
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Ž .with z x a given variable at a distance x along the
Ž .profile. The PDF specifies the probability that z x

lies between z and zqd z, where d z is the bin
width of the distribution. Here, PDFs of the variables
z , freeboard and draft are considered.i

During Arctic traverses the tails of freeboard and
draft PDFs were shown to be very similar if a simple
transformation was applied to the freeboard PDF
Ž .Comiso et al., 1991; Wadhams et al., 1992 . The
transformation is based on R, the ratio of mean draft
and freeboard. It is performed by multiplying the

Ž .abscissa the freeboard axis and dividing the ordi-
Ž .nate the PDF axis of the freeboard PDF by R. The

good agreement between the tails of the PDFs gener-
ally means that—statistically—for all height inter-
vals of pressure ridge sails there are corresponding
numbers of keels as well. In the present study,

freeboard is solely measured by the laser, while draft
is determined solely by the EM instrument. By com-
paring the freeboard and draft PDFs we can therefore
check whether the EM instrument is able to measure
the full range of keel depths or not, assuming that
observations from the Arctic are also valid for the
Bellingshausen and Amundsen Seas.

3. Data processing

Fig. 4 gives an example of a raw data record of
300 s. Over ice, the laser receives strong signal
returns while over water there are many data gaps
Ž .Fig. 4a,b . By means of the signal return amplitude
and the few data from the water surface, the water
surface is reconstructed and ice concentration as well

Ž .Fig. 4. 300 s long section of raw data from the Bellingshausen Sea gathered from the ship’s bow. a Relative laser signal return amplitude.
Ž . Ž .b System distance to the ice or water surface d measured by the laser. c Electromagnetically determined apparent subsurfaceLaser

Ž .conductivity s . d Ship’s speed Õ .a ship
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as floe size distributions can be calculated. As the
laser measurements are comparable to those from

Ž .helicopters or aircrafts the ship motion pitch inher-
ent in the data can be removed. This was achieved
by means of a three-step filtering method described

Ž .by Hibler 1972 which yields the surface of flat ice
as a reference level. Subsequently, ridge statistics

Ž .can be derived see Section 4.3.4 .
As can be seen in Fig. 4c, as the EM instrument

crosses ice floes s strongly decreases in response toa

the increased distance of the water surface as com-
pared to the ice-free case.

Fig. 4d shows the varying ship speed along the
profile. As this can result in highly varying spatial
sampling, the speed information was used to resam-
ple all data to an equidistant point spacing of 0.5 m.
Data acquired with ship speeds of less than 0.5 mrs
or negative values during ramming were completely
eliminated.

The derivation of ice thickness is rather straight-
forward as indicated in the sketch in Fig. 3. The
laser-determined distance d to the water or iceLaser

surface as well as the spacing d between laserInstr

and EM device is subtracted from the distance dEM

of the system to the water surface or ice underside.
While the former two distances are indicated by the
laser or measured directly, d has to be derivedEM

first from a calibration formula to transform s intoa

d . Here, the presentation of this calibration isEM

deferred to Section 4.3.1. Because vertical motions
of the system due to ship motion during ice-breaking
have the same amplitude and sign in d and dEM Laser

they are effectively eliminated by the subtraction.
Fig. 5 shows the results of the data processing.

The data points now have a constant spacing of 0.5
m and time is converted to distance on the abscissa.
The laser data are corrected for data gaps over open

Ž .water Fig. 5a and are analysed for the distribution
Ž .of ice and water Fig. 5b . The subtraction of dLaser

from d in Fig. 5a results in the interpreted iceEM
Ž .thickness Fig. 5c . A first, quality check of the

processing result is evident from the ice thickness
determined over open water, which obviously should
equal zero.

Ž .Fig. 5. Processed data from Fig. 4 a Distances d and d of the system to the ice surface and underside. Both distances are equalLaser EM
Ž . Ž .over open water. b Distribution of ice and water as derived from the signal return amplitude of the laser data. c Ice thickness z as thei

Ž .result of subtraction of d from d in a .Laser EM
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4. Results

4.1. Ice conditions

ŽVisual estimates from the ship’s bridge Haas and
.Viehoff, 1994 indicated level ice thicknesses be-

tween 0.5 and 2 m in the central Bellingshausen Sea,
with the majority of observations between 0.8 and
1.2 m. Ice concentrations ranged between 50 and
100%, with typical floe diameters ranging from 10 to
several 100 m. In the eastern Amundsen Sea thick-
nesses between 0.8 and 4 m were observed with ice
concentrations greater than 90%. Floe sizes also
ranged between 10 and several 100 m. In both
regions, the ice was mostly covered by snow of some
decimetres in thickness. It appeared to be highly
rotten, often showing honeycomb-like pore clusters
and highly porous layers or gaps close to the ice
surface.

4.2. Ground-based measurements

Mean and standard deviation of ice thickness as
derived by drilling are shown in Fig. 1 for each

Ž . Ž .station or helicopter flight ‘H’ see also Fig. 12 .
ŽThe mean ice thickness of all n sampled floes pro-

.file measurements and helicopter flights in the cen-
tral Bellingshausen Sea along the ship profiles 044

Ž .and 049 was 1.27"0.59 m ns13 . Along profiles
054 and 055 in the eastern Amundsen Sea the ice
was much thicker with a mean of 3.33"1.72 m
Ž .ns13 .

Fig. 6 shows the measured relation between ap-
Ž .parent conductivity and ice plus snow thickness.

An exponential fit explaining 97% of the total vari-
Ž .ance is also shown solid line . The stippled line is a

two-layer model curve for ice with a conductivity of
23 mSrm over water of 2600 mSrm, typical values

Žof Arctic first- and multi-year ice in summer Haas
.et al., 1997 . The data presented here show much

higher apparent conductivities for the respective
thicknesses. The differences cannot be explained by

Žincreased ice or water conductivities alone curves
.not shown here; see Haas, 1997 . Instead, the in-

creased apparent conductivity is believed to be a
result of the occurrence of slush and seawater-filled
gaps with extremely high porosities within the upper
ice sections. These gaps were a widespread phe-

Fig. 6. Apparent conductivity s measured in HMD mode versusa
Ž .ice thickness z derived from drilling. Data crosses and ani

Ž .exponential fit solid line are shown as well as model curves for
Ž .ice with a conductivity of 23 mSrm dashed and the gap model

Ž .from Fig. 7 heavy dots with a seawater conductivity of 2600
mSrm.

nomenon observed when floes were overturned dur-
Žing ice-breaking Haas and Viehoff, 1994; Thomas et

.al., 1997 and appeared to be confined to the free-
Ž .board layer Ackley and Sullivan, 1994 .

Fig. 7a shows a normalized mean depth profile of
ice conductivity calculated from the salinity and
temperature profiles of 30 ice cores sampled at dif-
ferent locations. At a relative depth of 0.2 an in-
creased conductivity and higher variability due to the
reported gaps can be seen. Because the seawater and
slush filling the gaps was mostly lost during core
recovery the derived conductivity value for the gap
is likely to be still much too low. Therefore, a
four-layer model of overlying ice, a seawater-filled
gap, the ice beneath and finally seawater was as-
sumed. The thinner upper ice layer was given a
conductivity of 0 mSrm to also account for the
snow on top of the ice. The lower ice was assumed
to have a conductivity of 60 mSrm, in accordance
with the values from Fig. 7a. For the gap a constant
thickness of 0.15 m and the seawater conductivity of
2600 mSrm was taken. The model is shown in Fig.
7b. Here, ice thickness is defined to be the sum of
the thicknesses of the two ice layers and the gap. The

Ž .modelled results are included in Fig. 6 circles and
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 7. a Mean solid line and standard deviation dash line of
Ž .ice conductivity with depth as derived from ice core analyses. b

Layered subsurface model containing a seawater-filled gap de-
Ž . Ž .duced from a . This model was used to calculate the s z ina i
Ž .Fig. 6 and s d in Fig. 8b.a EM

explain the measured data and the increased apparent
conductivities reasonably well.

4.3. Ship-based measurements

4.3.1. s -to-d transformationa EM

Fig. 8a shows the result of the calibration mea-
surements over open water as described in Section

2.2. The negative exponential relationship between
s and d is apparent. A model curve with aa EM

spacing d of 0.22 m between EM instrument andInstr

laser explains the measured data very well and thus
confirms the absence of disturbances by electric
conductors like the crane or the ship’s bow.

The ground-based measurements showed that ice
conductivity was not negligible at most locations
Ž .see above . This is also important for the ship-based
measurements, and has to be taken into account for
the transformation of s into d . Therefore, thea EM

same gap model employed to explain the measured
relation between s and z in Fig. 6 is used here toa i

derive an equation for d for the bow measure-EM

ments. Accordingly, s has been calculated for aa

constant instrument height of 4 m above the ice
surface, the distance to the water surface being the

Žsum of this height plus ice thickness including the
.gap . The results are shown in Fig. 8b. It can be seen

that s is significantly increased compared to thea

case of non-conducting ice, shown for a three-layer
Žmodel of air, ice and seawater dashed line, same as

.in Fig. 8a . An exponential fit to the model points
yields:

d s14.3y ln s y22.1 r0.438 1Ž . Ž .EM a

Ž .solid line in Fig. 8b . The same apparent conductivi-
ties thus result in a bigger estimate of d . ForEM

example, a measured s of 40 mSrm now yieldsa

Ž .Fig. 8. a Apparent conductivity s measured in VMD mode versus system height above the water surface d during calibrationa Laser
Ž .measurements over open water see text . The data are well described by a two-layer model curve of air over seawater with a conductivity of

Ž . Ž . Ž .2600 mSrm. b The model curve from a dashed and its modification due to the introduction of conductive ice according to the gap
Ž Ž ..model in Fig. 7 dots and solid line; Eq. 1 . The stippled lines explain the different estimate of d due to the different model curves.EM
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d s7.7 m as compared to d s6.2 m for theEM EM
Ž .case of non-conducting ice stippled lines in Fig. 8b .

With d s4 m, the resulting thicknesses wouldLaser
Ž .be z s3.7 m and z s2.2 m, respectively. Eq. 1i i

was applied for d shown in Fig. 5a and all otherEM

bow measurements.

4.3.2. Lateral resolution
From Fig. 5a it can be seen that the laser is able

to resolve the centimetre- to decimetre-scale rough-
ness of the ice surface. In contrast, the electromag-
netically derived distance to the ice underside is only
slowly varying. The calculated ice thickness behaves

Ž .as a superposition of both parameters Fig. 5c . In
particular, the EM signal responds with a time lag to
the presence and absence of ice, and, as shown later,
does not fully respond to pressure ridges. This be-
haviour is mainly a result of volume-averaging ef-
fects governing the EM measurements, and of the
instrument’s time constant of 1 s. To get a better
estimate of the potential lateral resolution of the EM
measurements, spectral analysis of d and d asEM Laser

well as of derived ice thickness and freeboard was
carried out. As mentioned above, the latter was
calculated by removing the vertical ship motion from

Ž .the laser data Hibler, 1972 .
Fig. 9 gives an example for power spectra and

normalized ACFs of d , d , z and freeboardEM Laser i

for a 15 km long section from the Amundsen Sea.

The difference between the low frequencies dominat-
ing in d and high frequencies in d is clearlyEM Laser

seen. Since z was derived by subtracting di Laser

from d , its spectrum approximates the spectra ofEM

d and d at very low and high wavenumbers,EM Laser

respectively. The ACFs of d and d approachEM Laser

zero only gradually, corresponding to large correla-
tion lengths. On average, for 10 to 25 km long
profile sub-sections the correlation lengths were 56
"47 and 38"12 m for d and ice thickness andEM

9"2 and 6"2 m for d and freeboard, respec-Laser

tively. This clearly shows the loss in spatial variabil-
ity in the EM data, provided that the true surface and
underside roughnesses are similar.

In principle, draft can be derived by subtracting
freeboard from ice thickness. However, due to appli-
cation of the Hibler-method here freeboard repre-
sents the surface elevation above the flat ice surface
serving as a reference level. The true freeboard will
mostly be greater. Therefore the resulting draft and

Žsubsequently R the ratio of mean draft and free-
.board will be too big. Nevertheless, comparison of

freeboard and draft PDFs may still be legitimate, as
only the trends of their tails will be considered
Ž .Section 2.4 .

An exemplary comparison of draft and freeboard
PDFs of a 21 km long profile from the Bellings-

Ž .hausen Sea is shown in Fig. 10 solid curves . Deep
draft )3 m is clearly underrepresented if compared

Ž . Ž .Fig. 9. Exemplary power spectra a and normalized ACFs b for EM signal d , laser distance d , ice thickness z and freeboard for aEM Laser i

15 km long section from the Amundsen Sea.
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Fig. 10. Exemplary comparison of freeboard and draft PDFs of a 21 km long section from the Bellingshausen Sea. The freeboard PDF was
Ž .transformed by means of R see text . The PDFs of low-pass filtered data are also shown.

to freeboard. As there deep draft and high freeboard
measurements are mainly originating from pressure
ridges, the comparison shows again that ice keel
depths are not well determined by the system. In
contrast, if the EM and laser data are low-pass
filtered, above a critical frequency threshold good

Žagreement between the PDFs can be achieved Fig.
.10 . The dashed curves in Fig. 10 for example were

calculated for a minimum wavelength of 55 m. This
is another indication for the limit of the achievable
lateral resolution for pressure ridges.

4.3.3. Accuracy of ice thickness estimates
The slowly varying EM signal described above

results in wrong thickness estimates particularly
Ž .around floe edges Fig. 5 . Over the adjacent water

the derived thicknesses are not zero, while over ice
they have not reached an average value yet. There-
fore for the following ice thickness calculations,
water and a boundary zone of 10 m from the edges
into the floes were excluded. This meant a consider-
able reduction in data as many floes were smaller
than 20 m and thus were completely eliminated.

Fig. 11 presents composite thickness PDFs for the
four profiles introduced in Fig. 1. The PDFs of 10 to

Ž25 km long sub-sections are also shown stippled
.lines . It can be seen that the data are very consistent

and that the ice conditions along each profile did not
vary much. The ice in the central Bellingshausen Sea

had mean thicknesses of 1.3 to 1.4 m and a mode of
Ž .the thickness PDFs at 0.9 m Fig. 11a,b . In contrast,

in the eastern Amundsen Sea the ice was much
thicker with mean thicknesses from 2.3 to 3.1 m. On
profile 054, two modes of 2.7 and 3.1 m were found
Ž .Fig. 11c . On profile 055, the mode was only 1.6 m
Ž .Fig. 11d . The thinner ice along profile 055 is
believed to be a result of the closer vicinity to the ice
edge. The width of the PDFs indicate a higher degree

Žof variation in thickness due to deformation see
.Appendix A . Mode, mean and standard deviation of

ice thickness for each profile excluding open water
and floe edges are shown in Table 1.

Fig. 12 summarizes all thickness measurements
Ž .for the Bellingshausen profiles 044 and 049 and the

Ž .Amundsen Sea profiles 054 and 055 . At the top,
the mean thicknesses from all drill holes along with

Ž .their standard deviations thick error bars and mini-
Ž .mum and maximum values thin error bars are

given. The dashed curves in the lower part of Fig. 12
summarize the thickness PDFs from Fig. 11. The
figure shows that drill-hole and bow measurements
agree reasonably well and that the ice in the Amund-
sen Sea was significantly thicker.

The solid lines in Fig. 12 show the thickness
PDFs for the complete data sets, i.e. data from both
ice and water were used for their calculation. The
additional modes at 0 m represent the open water
fraction which was higher in the Bellingshausen Sea.
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Ž . Ž .Fig. 11. Composite ice thickness PDFs for all profiles see Fig. 1 measured with the ship solid curves . The dashed curves were calculated
Ž .for 10 to 25 km long sub-sections. All PDFs were derived by excluding water and floe edges from the data see text .

However, as explained above, the sharp contrast
between ice and water is highly blurred due to the
slow response of the EM measurements.

Table 1
Results of the bow measurements

Profile Length C f f z Modei i w i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .km % m m m m

044 130.1 61 24 16 1.30"0.66 0.9
049 124.1 70 44 20 1.35"0.70 0.9
054 37.8 84 27 5 3.12"1.04 2.7r3.1
055 31.0 64 16 8 2.31"1.00 1.6

Ice concentration C and mean diameters of profiled floes f andi i
Ž .open water cracks and leads f were determined from thew

complete laser data set. Mean thicknesses z , standard deviations,i
Ž .and the modes of the distributions cf. Fig. 11 were calculated

excluding open water and a boundary zone of 10 m at floe edges
Ž .see text .

Table 1 also contains information about ice con-
centration C and mean floe and lead widths f andi i

f which were determined from the distribution ofw
Žice and water in the laser data including floe edges

.and small floes . From this table, the regional differ-
ences in ice concentration were not as high as might
be deduced from the PDFs in Fig. 12. Mean floe
diameters were higher in the Bellingshausen Sea, as
were the mean widths of crossed leads. However,
these values are highly biased by the fracturing of
floes due to the ship. This will be further addressed
in the discussion.

4.3.4. Ridge statistics
Pressure ridge statistics were independently de-

rived from the laser data and calculated for a cut-off
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Fig. 12. Composite ice thickness PDFs for the Bellingshausen
Ž . Ž .profiles 044 and 049 and Amundsen Sea profiles 054 and 055

Ž . Ž .as measured from the ship bottom . Distribution including solid
Ž .and excluding water and floe edges stippled are shown. The top

Ž .graph shows mean drilling results dots , their standard deviation
Ž . Žthick error bar and minimum and maximum values thin error

.bars .

height of 0.8 m. The ice in the Bellingshausen Sea
Ž .profiles 044 and 049 was found to be moderately
deformed with mean ridge heights of 1.06 m and
spacings of 207 m. If this is compared with mean
floe diameters, it infers that many of the profiled
floes had no ridges higher than 0.8 m. In contrast,
the ridges measured in the Amundsen Sea had a
mean height of 1.17 m with mean spacings of 47 m.
Thus, the thick ice there was also much more de-
formed. The results we present here agree reasonably
well with results from helicopter laser altimeter

Žflights over the same regions T. Viehoff, unpubl.
.data; see also Haas et al., 1996 .

5. Discussion

A major problem of ship-based measurements of
sea-ice thickness not addressed above is the influ-
ence of the ship itself on the ice. During ice-breaking

cracks often form, extending from the bow straight
ahead into the floe beneath the instrument. This has
the effect of decreasing the apparent ice concentra-
tion and floe sizes. If cracks extend under the sys-
tem, but not directly below the laser, they cannot be
identified. However, the water filling these cracks
increases the measured apparent conductivity and
thus reduces the interpreted ice thickness. Therefore,
suspension of the instruments further away from and
slightly to one side of the ship would be optimum. In
principle, fracturing, rafting and other influences of
the ship on the ice will vary and depend on factors
like ice thickness, floe size and ice concentration.
Thus, the measurements in the Bellingshausen and
Amundsen Sea were mainly hampered by the small
floes which cracked easily and partially moved when
the ship was ramming them. Therefore, values given
in Table 1 for C , f and f have to be taken withi i w

care. On the other hand, where floes were small but
closely spaced, the ship could not avoid them and
follow the leads around them, and therefore the
profiles were quite linear.

Spectral analysis showed that the EM instrument
was responding very slowly to changes in ice thick-
ness. Low frequencies dominate the frequency spec-
tra and autocorrelation lengths are as large as 60 m.
Therefore, single, narrow ice keels cannot be re-
solved and derived thicknesses are only mean values
for whole floes. The thickness distributions presented
in Figs. 11 and 12 represent functions of laterally,
low-pass filtered thickness profiles, as could be
shown with the direct comparison of freeboard and
draft PDFs in Fig. 10.

The reasons for the poor lateral resolution are
manyfold. The EM technique itself is inherently
integrating laterally. However, according to Kovacs

Ž .et al. 1995 this should only be in the order of 15 m.
The instrument’s time constant of 1 s means that the
instrument responds only fully to a change in ice
thickness over a distance of 3 m, if the ship speed
was for example 3 mrs. Also with respect to the
vertical resolution, the measurements approached the
instrument’s limitations. The penetration depth is
relatively small and in measurements with the instru-
ment located directly on the ice surface only thick-
nesses of up to about 6 m can be resolved with high

Žaccuracy Kovacs and Morey, 1991; Haas et al.,
.1997 . With an instrument height of 4 m, the effec-
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tive accurately measurable ice thickness therefore
reduces to only 2 m. Thus, to ice thicker than 2 m
the instrument responds only very little. This also
decreases the prevalent lateral frequencies.

Finally, resolution is reduced due to the effect of
the gap upon the transformation of apparent conduc-
tivity into d . As demonstrated by model calcula-EM

Ž .tions Haas, 1997 , gaps within the ice reduce the
instrument’s sensitivity to thickness changes below
those gaps. This can be seen in Fig. 8b, where the
gradient of the gap-model curve is smaller than that
of the standard case with negligible ice conductivity.
Thus, the ice properties in this study were un-
favourable for EM measurements. For a more com-
prehensive evaluation the EMrlaser system should
be tested over less anomalous ice, e.g. in the Arctic.

Another consequence of the slow response time of
the instrument is that derived thicknesses over small
cracks between floes are not zero but have a finite
value. Therefore, the PDFs for the complete data sets
in Fig. 12 differ considerably in their representation

Ž .of open water ice thickness 0 m , although from
Table 1 the ice concentrations in the Bellingshausen
and Amundsen seas were quite similar. This can be
explained by the small lead widths in the Amundsen
Sea. Here, the time needed to cross the narrow leads
often is too short for the instrument to adjust to zero
ice thicknesses.

6. Conclusion

A combined EMrlaser system suspended below
the bow crane of an icebreaker and consisting of
relatively inexpensive commercially available instru-
ments was tested for its potential to determine sea-ice
thickness. The system was easy to handle with mini-
mal logistical or technical effort. The same EM
instrument can also be used directly on the ice for
calibration or additional high-resolution measure-
ments.

The measurement configuration generally com-
bines the advantages of ground-based and airborne
surveys, as extended profiles can be easily achieved
and the distance to the ice or water surface is still
small, thus principally enabling good vertical and
lateral resolution. However, the particular system in
use had a very poor lateral resolution. This was
caused mainly by the limits of the EM instrument

employed which was originally constructed for dif-
ferent tasks. With a different EM system with higher
sensitivity and smaller coil spacing the lateral and
vertical resolution could be significantly improved.
Ideally, an instrument otherwise used in airborne
surveys suspended below a helicopter could be used
effectively from a ship.

Nevertheless, the used system is believed to yield
reliable mean thicknesses, as was confirmed by the
comparison with drill-hole measurements and visual
observations. Thus, the system is appropriate to dis-
tinguish between different ice regimes or to observe
seasonal and interannual thickness changes. There-
fore, it can also yield valuable information for the
validation of large-scale numerical sea-ice models.

The general importance of accompanying
ground-based measurements for the calibration and
validation of any EM study was shown. Here, they
revealed unusually high ice conductivities, which
then had to be considered for the instrument calibra-
tion. The derived ice properties may be typical for
perennial Antarctic sea ice in summer, and can ham-
per EM measurements significantly. The derived
thicknesses confirm earlier findings for the Amund-
sen Sea being one of the perennial sea-ice regions of
the Antarctic having the thickest ice.
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Appendix A. Discussion of measured ice thick-
nesses and properties

Only a few ice thickness measurements from the
Bellingshausen and Amundsen Sea have been re-

Ž .ported to date. Jeffries et al. 1994 found level ice
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thicknesses of 1 to 4 m from a few ice cores in the
region of the present study. During a winter expedi-
tion in 1993 to a region slightly further north, Worby

Ž .et al. 1996 determined mean first-year ice and
snow thicknesses of 0.9 m and 0.23 m, respectively,
by drilling. These observations are confirmed by the

Ž .present data set Table 1, Figs. 11 and 12 . From the
analysis of AVHRR satellite images which show

Ždistinct regions each with similar ice conditions Haas
.and Viehoff, 1994 it is concluded that the derived

thicknesses are also valid for a wider region around
the profiles.

Nothing is known about ice drift pattern in the
region. Therefore, the floes profiled in the Belling-
shausen Sea in February 1994 may have belonged to
the same ice fields which were measured by Worby

Ž .et al. 1996 in the previous winter during August–
September 1993. Nevertheless, the ice plus snow
thicknesses from the present study are significantly

Ž .higher Figs. 1 and 11a,b, Fig. 12, Table 1 . This
may be a continuation of the trend of southward
increasing thicknesses found by Worby et al. and of
ongoing freezing until the onset of summer, but
could also be the result of the ice being older than
the first-year ice further north. Therefore, it is un-
likely that a sea-ice retreat observed in this region by

Ž .Jacobs and Comiso 1993 by means of analyses of
SSMrI data from 1988 to 1991 has continued until
1992r1993. Since extensive freezing commenced at

Ž .the end of February 1994 Haas and Viehoff, 1994 ,
the ice will also have survived another summer and
will have aged further.

The measured and derived ice thicknesses in the
Amundsen Sea are amongst the thickest ever re-

Žported for Antarctic sea ice Wadhams et al., 1987;
.Lange and Eicken, 1991; Allison and Worby, 1994 .

These are likely to be the result of strong deforma-
tion rather than thermodynamic growth. This is un-

Žderlined by the results of the laser profiles Section
.4.3.4 . Ridge parameters derived for the Belling-

shausen Sea are comparable with values found for
Žwinter first-year ice in the Weddell Sea Lytle and

.Ackley, 1991; Dierking, 1995 and the Ross Sea
Ž .Weeks et al., 1989 . In contrast, conditions in the
Amundsen Sea were comparable with observations

Ž .of Dierking 1995 in coastal zones of the Weddell
Sea where highly deformed ice with characteristic
shear zones was found.

The comparison of drill-hole measurements with
electromagnetically determined apparent conductiv-
ity revealed significantly increased ice conductivi-
ties, which could not be neglected in the calculation
of ice thickness. The increased conductivities could
be explained by the seawater-filled gap within the
upper portion of the ice. Although the data scatter
much around the modelled s rz relation and thea i

Ž .model is rather general cf. Figs. 6 and 7 , it is
believed that by means of the EM measurements the
representativeness of those gaps or high-porosity
zones with lateral dimensions of metres for the whole
region of perennial ice could be shown. On the one
hand, the gap in the model accounts for high porosi-
ties throughout the ice due to the high ice tempera-
tures close to 08C; on the other hand, it represents
real gaps or zones of very high porosity. The occur-
rence of such gaps may be typical for perennial
Antarctic ice in summer. It is believed to be a result
of melt and freeze processes at the snowrice inter-
face associated with a very thick snow cover
ŽKawamura et al., 1993; Ackley and Sullivan, 1994;

.Jeffries et al., 1997 . Therefore, such conditions are
unlikely to be found in the Arctic where different

Žseasons have little effect on EM measurements Haas
.et al., 1997 .
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